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• . Summary.

Sonic boom measurements have been obtained duz-ir,g the flights of "STS-I through

5. During .?S-I, 2 and 4, entry sonic boom =eas_Jrements were obtained and ascent

ueasurements were n_ade on STS-5. The objectiyes of this measurement program were (!_"

to define the sonic boom characteristics of the Space Transportation System (STS),

(2) provide a realistic assessment of the validity of existing theoretical prediction

:echniques, and (3) to establish a level of c°nfidence for predicting future SFS con-

:iguration sonic boom environments. Detail evaluation and reporting of the results

,f this program are in progress. This paper will address only. the significant re-

sults, mainly those data obtained during the entrlr of STS-I at Edwards Air Force Base

IEAFB), and the ascent of STS-5 from Kennedy Space Center (K_<C).

....... The-theoretical prediction technique employed in this ar_alysis is the so called

Thomas Program." This prediction technique is a semi-empirlcal method that required

efinition of the near field signatures, detailed trajectory_ characteristics, and the

__vailing meteorological characteristics as an Inm_at. _nis _-nalvtica!. procedure then
xtrapolates the near field signatures from the f_ight altitude to an altitude con-

iste_:t with each measurement location. Predict1_s of the sonic boo,- characteris-

ics, i.e. arrival time, overpressure level, duration, etc., are then compared to

ie measured values at each location. The comparison between measured data and theo-

-_tical estates for both the STS-I entry and'STS--5 ascent conditions showed very
Jod agreement-. "

INTRODUCTIO%

No fully :heoretical methods are available for calcu/atinz the sonic boom over-

_essure generated by a blunt vehicle with de_ched shock wa_ maneuvering at high

ich numbers and high angles of attack. Therefore, so-_de b_ estimates for Space

mttle launca vehicles must be based on curremtly available seml-empirieal tech-

ques wbichhwere developed based on a large data base from supersonic aircraft

ight data _ wind tunnel model measurements (Refs. I and 2). With these tech-

ques, near field nressure signatures measured in _rind tunnels are extrapolated

the far field in a real atmosphere under actaal flight conditions. In order to

tend the range of conditions for which _hese =ec_-_iques are valid, =eam,-ements

re conducted in the early 1970's using the Apollo launch veh/cle configurations

test vehicles. Results from both of these flights are reported in References

and 4 and agreement between predicted and flight results was good. This agree-

nt provided some level of confidence on the ability of sem/-_irica! techniques
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to predict Space Shuttle sonic boom overpres=ure levels during ascent. These

predicted levels are presently baselined as required by law in the Space Shuttle
Program Environmental Impact Statement (Ref. 5).

This paper presents results based on flight pressure signature generated during

ent_ of STS-I (Orbiter Columbia) at Edwards ;dr For_e e_e and ascent of STS-3

from Kennedy Space Center. The STS-I Orbiter Col,_b_a sonic boom signatures were

measured under the descent ground track from near the California =oast to Edwards Air

Force Base at flight conditions of M = 3.87 to M = 1.23. The STS-5 a_cent sonic boom

signatures were measured by microphones placed aboard a ship located near the ascent

focal zone approximately 71.67 kilometers (km) east of Cape Canaveral, Florida and

were generated at a flight Mach number of _.57. These pressure signatures were

recorded on analog magnetic tape and were analyzed using standard data analysis

principles. These measured results, i.e. p_k sonic boom ove_ressure levels,

are then compared with estimates based on _nd tunnel data of lefs. 6 and 7 using

the best estimate of trajectory (BET) post flight data along _lth the appropriate

measured meteorological data using the extrapolation proceduce of Ref. i.

ANALYSIS ._ETffOD AND_ PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION

The theoretlcal prediction technique employed i_ this analysis is the so call_d

"Thames Program". This prediction technique is a sem/-empirical method that requires

definition of the near field _ignatures, detailed trajectory characteristics and the

prevailing meteorological characteristics as an input. The near field signatures de-

fine the vehicle configuration in terms of zhape, Mach number, and altitude; i.e.

angle of attack, roll angle. This analytical procedure then extrapolates the near

field signature, using the bast estimate of trajectory (BET) post flight d=ta as well

as the meteorological data acquired in the vicinity of the measurements, from the

flight altitude to an altitude consistent with each measurement location. The details
of this technique are described fully in Ref. i.

An integral part of this predlctlonmethod is, of course, the near field signa-

tures. These signatures, in effect, define the source characteristics of the vehicle

undercQnsideration. These near field signatures have been acquired thrcugh wind

....... tunnel =estir, g.for both the STS Orbiter entry conditions as well as the Shuttle ascent

conditions. These data are contained in Ref. 6 and 7. For the STS ascent configura-

tion, the effect of the exhaust plumes (Space Shuttle Main Engine and Solid Rocket

............ -8ooster) _s" significant and this "plume effect" was r_odeled and is included in these

near field signatures characteristics. Post flight trajectory data for both n=aent

and reentry was used in the theoretical analysis and was based on the _est estimate

of trajectory (BET) data. A detailed description of the BET data used Is presented
in Refs. 8 and 9.

.Meteorological data was acquired for STS-I entry from Rawinsonde observations

near the ground track (station 2) which was located 93 km from the landing site.

These observations were taken approxlmately 3 hours before and during STS-I landing

on April 14, 1981. Measured values of temperature, wind direction, and speed as a

function of altitude were obtained. These results _re given in detail in Ref. 8.

Balloon data were obtained up to an altitude of about 28,062 meters. Atmospheric

data above 28,062 meters are based on a Global Reference Atmosphere obtained from
the National Weather Service.
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For the STS-5 ascent conditions, Rawinsonde and Rocketsonde observations were

taken at the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, FL along with local climatological

data (surface temperature, relative humidity, surface wind and direction) obtained

from the Shuttle landing facility at the Kennedy Space Center, FL and station No. 2

(USAF- LCU ship) positloned approximately 71.67 km downrange from the launch site.

These atmospheric soundings were taken at 52 hrs., 25 hrs., 13 hrs., 5 hrs., 1.5 hrs.,

and I hr. before iiftoff on November ii, 1982. Measured values of windspeed and

direction, temperature, dewpoint, and 7,ressure were merged together from Rawlnsonde,

Rocketsonde, and surface data to give _ sounding profile for altitude from the

surface to appr,__mately 36576 meters. A detailed description of these results
are provided in Ref. 9.

_e sonic boom data acquisition system utilized for the Space Shuttle STS-I reen-

try and STS-5 ascent sonic bGo_ pressure measurement program is commercially avail-

able and is similar to that used in measurements of aircraft sonic boom signatures

_Ref. I0) and for measurements taken during the Apollo 16 and 17 sonic boom measure-

ment programs (Refs. ii and 12). _=se systems consist of pressure transducers,

Dynagages (oscillator detector circuits), signal conditioning amplifiers, FM magnetic

tape recorders, an6 satellite t_r,e code receivers. Specifically, the pressure trans-

ducer is a commercially avail_ble condenser microphone with a high frequency response

to i0 kH z when used with the m_iel DG-605 Dynagage system, with the low-end frequen-

cy response of approximately -bdB at 0.01Hz. A photograph of a typical data acqui-
sition system is shown in Fig. i.

Fig. 2 depicts a block diagram of a typical instrumentation system for sonic boom
data acquisition. Typically, each measurement station recorded six channels of over-

pressure data, a time code signal, and voice annotation. The output of the micro-

phones was routed through appropriate signal conditioning amplifiers which allowed

various sensitivities to be obtained for a range of preselected leveis. This is a

precaution necessary to allow for uncertainty in the prediction method or anomalous

overpressure levels caused by unusual atmospheric, vehicle maneuvering or other
focusing conditions.

STE--I ENTRY CONFIGURATION AND MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION

The STS-I Orbiter Columblawas ialmched from the Kennedy Space Center, Florida on

April 12; 1981,-at-at_ inclination of 40.3 °. 1_e mission had a duration of 2_ days,
ahd'th_ "OfSfter'C0i,--bla reentered the earth's atmosphere over the mld-Paciflc Ocean

boP;con Guam and Hawaii. The Columbia landed on the dry lake bed at EAFB approxl-
tely_81t49km4ownrange of the reentry interface which occurred at an altitude of
1920 m.

A schematic of the STS-I Orbiter Columbia (descent configuratlon) whose sonic

boom levels were me-sured during entry is shown fn Flg. 3. The Orbiter Columbia is

a lifting vehicle capable of maneuvering and landing much llke an airplane by using

its control surfac=-_ which are augmented by a reaction control system. As such,

during its atmospheric _!ight, it is capable of flying at angles of attack aq high

as 40 degrees and rolling about the velocity vector to _70 degrees. Columbia has an

overall length of 32.7 meters and had a gross weight at entry interface (121 951.2

meters altl ,de) of 90 720 kg during the STS-I mission.

Sonic boom measurements were made at eleven stations (locations) along the reentry

ground track and are shown in Fig. 4. In order to define these locations, a pre-

flight STS-i sonic boom analysis was performed based on the final pro-flight
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predicted STS-! Operational Flight Profile for a nominal entry into F_%FB. 'i_is

analysis defined the theoretically desired locations for the eleven sonic boom

stations, shown in Fig. &., by a circled number (0-I0) and located near the entry

ground track shown as a dashed line. The predicted overpressure levels at those

locations were used to set the six signal conditioning amplifiers at each station.
Selection of the recommended measurement station locations was based on several con-

siderations. Since the primary objective of the sonic boom measurement program is

to verify the theoretical technique used to predict sonic boom overF _ssures (Ref. I)

the station =ocations were distributed across the flight M_ch number range for which

wind-tunnel-measured pressure signatures exist in order co " ify the near field

data base. Consequently, the layout of the measurement ste ns o_ this fligilt was

designed primarily to confirm the longitudinal trend of ov_ ressure level with Mach

number and secondarily, the lateral trend of overpressure ; ch Mach numbez in the

area of expected high overpressures. The majority of the station locations was

selected to capture overpressure in the region of maximum pre_ieted overpressure

level which occurs in the immediate vicinity of the EAFB lake ;_ed. _nis selection

crite_a.a!so has the advantage of locating the measurement stations in the part of

the entry ground track least affected by atmosphere and trajectory dispersions, thus

maximizing the probability of obtaining useful data.

STS-i ORBITER ENTRY RESULTS _ND DISCI:SSION

Six measurement channels were made at each station location. Five :e located

in the ground plane and one was placed at a simulated ear-level positlon; i.e. 1.5

meter elevation. Each of the six measurement channels were ranged differently (cali-

brated) in anticipation of the possible variation of levels about the nominal or

predicted level. In the discussion that is to follow, only the primary ground level

measurement (channel i) and the ear level position measuremer;t (channel 5) will be

presented. All measurement s ations were near the nominal or predicted level and con-

sequentl_ these channels provide the most sensitive and better quality measurement.

Selected sonic boom signatures (instantaneous pressure time history.) for Orbiter

entry at Edwards are presented in Fig. 5a through 5h. These results are Flotted for

a .8 second time period and are given in Newton/(meter) 2, (N/m 2) for each of the

eleven measurement stations. The energy arriving at a given ground location, origi-

nates at a specific region along the flight path; i.e. Mach number. For stations

which are located generally below the flight path, the Math number at which the

energyorigiTrates;-eecreases as the Orbiter approaches the landing site. With de-

cre_si_g"_c_'ndm_4c_the decrease in the duration of the sonic boom signatures are

to be expected. This is evident in Fig. 5a through 5h when comparing station 0 with

station !0; i.e. Mach 5.9 with Mach 1 23. Also evident in these figures is the

effect_e-diffgrencein arrival time between the incident and reflected pressure;

i.e. delay time's at the ear level measurement.

All measurements were inspected for any other type of signal events for a period

of 2 minutes before and after the sonic boom arrive! time of the signatures presen_

in Fi_. 5a through 5h. Only measurements at stations #4 (Cemron Canyon) and station

#9 (North Edwards) show the effect of a small reflected wave arriving after the pri-

_ ........ _ _ave. _=_y=_= i,di_L= that these waves (F_g. 6 is presented as

an example) are due to reflections from near-by hills rather than from the direct

propagation of enerBy from a different region alo,_g the flight path. _ne peak

positive and negative sonic boom levels and th_ duration for eacb !ocatlon are

s-m_rized in Table i.
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Detailed analysis of the rise time of each signature at each measurement station

has also been conducted. A typical example of the rise time is presented in Fig. 7

for a 50 millisecend time internal for both the ground plane mes_,,re_ent __nd thc

ear level position measurements for station 7.

Th= dlstinct differe-ce in arrival time between the incident and ground reflected

wave is clearly evident; i.e., the reflected wave is delayed in time from the in-

cident wave, i.e., delay time, 6. Because the ground plane and ear level position

-measurements were located at slightly different positions with respect to the sonic
boom wave front, the arrival times at these positions were slightly different, as

can be seen. For consistency, the sonic boom arrival times at each location are

determined using the ground plane measurement (channel i) and are also summarized
in Table I.

r

m.

Estimates of thc ground reflection factor can be made with the aid of the ground

plane and ear level measurements. Under simplifying assumptions of a plane wave front

that is uniform over these two positions and because the incident wave (at the ear

level position) _s separated in time from the reflected wave, reasonable estimates

are possible. It can be shown, that if the ground plane measurements are divided by

the ear level measurement an4 if the results are restricted to the time internal

diving when only the incident wave is present (in the ear level measurement) then

the result will provide reasonablu estimates of the reflection factor; i.e., Rf.

This operation was performed at each measurement station and the results are also

presented ill Table I. A typical example for station 7 is presented in Flg. 8. The

ear level measurement had to be shifted in time before the ratio was performed to

account for the slightly different arrival time at the ground plane and ear level

location. The reflection factor estimates were obtained by averaging the reflection

factor time signal over the latter position of the signals, see Fig. 8.

The duration of the Orbiter entry sonic boom signatures are quite long. They

range from 375 milliseconds at M = 1.23 to 700 milliseconds at M = 5.87. Because of

these long durations, the predomlnant energy of these signatures occur at frequen-

cies well below the normal hearing range of the human auditory system. Spectral

analysis of the STS-I reentry signatures have been performed and typical results are

presented in Fig. 9 through II.

When performing spectral analysis of transient signals, such as the sonic boom

s_gnature, energy spectral density (ESD) functions should be used instead of power

spectral density (PSD) functions normally employed in analyzing stationary random

signals. The spectral analysis results presented are typical of those at the other

locations. In Fig. 9 and i0, this analysis is presented for a maximum frequency

range of 2500 Hz. The rapid decay of energy wi_h increasing frequency is clearly

evident in these results. Also, the effect of the ear level microphone (channel 5

in Fig. i0) elevation is clearly evldenr. This height introduces additional iobing

in the frequency spectrum. The analysis bandwidth resolutions in these spectra is
1.22 Hz.

Fig. ii is presented in order to show In more detail, the characteristics of

the lower frequency portion of the spectra; i.e. below I00 Hz. The analysis band-

width here is .244 Hz. The low frequency character of the STS-I sonic boom signa-

tures is clearly evident with the peak frequency slightly over 2 Hz and the charac-

teristic 6 dB/octave roll off of these type of signals.
m
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The sonic boom signatures for all ground plane measurements are delineated in

Fig. 12 in "iso-time history" format. The complete character of the STS-I Orbiter

entry sonic boom time histories is vividly illustrated.

As indicated earlier, the technique described in Ref. 1 was used to extrapolate

the near field overpressure signature from flight conditions to the ground level.

The process of identifying both the initial near field signature and the trajectory

stat_ _hich correspond to the ground overpressure measurements recorded at a given

statio_is fterative In nature. It consisted of a search on both the trajectory

state and its corresponding field signature which were systematically varied until

the conditions of the ground wave intersection point and the station location are

matched. Table II is a summary of the results of this search and sho_2s for each

station the pertinent trajectory conditions, signature ray angle, and the measured

and predicted overpressures. As can he seen, the comparison between the measured

and predicted levels are good. The predicted overpressure distributions as a func-

tion of lateral distance from the ground track for two Selected Mach numbers are

shown in Fig. 13 and 14 along with the measured result3. Again, the comparisons

are good. Complete description 64 these STS-I results ar_ contained in Ref. 8.

STS-5 ASCENT CONFIGURATION AND MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION

_°-

w

A schematic of the STS-5 launch vehicle (ascent configuration) whose sonic boom

levels were measured during ascent is shown In Fig. 15. The launch vehicle consists

of an orbiter, an external tank, and a booster made up of two solid rocket motors.

The solid rocket motors burn in parallel with the orbiter main propulsion engines
and are separated from the orfbfter/external tank and burnout (~ 48000 meters altl-

tude). Thereafter the orbiter main propulsion engines continue to burn until the

orbiter is injected into the required ascent trajectory. The launch vehicle con-

figuration consists not only of the elements depicted in Fig. 15 but also of the

exhaust plumes generated by the orbiter propulsion system and the solid rocket

motors. These exhaust plumes have a significant effect on the ascent sonic boom

characteristics. The STS-5 vehicle was launch on November ii, 1982 from launch pad

39-A at_mnedy Space Center on a five day mission with subsequent orbiter landing at

the EAFB dry lake bed in California. The launch Vehicle has an overall length of

56.3 meters and had a gross liftoff weight of 2036422 kg.

Nine measurement stations were planned to be acquired during ascent of STS-5.

The pro-flight location for these measurements was determ/ned by a procedure similar

to that described for the STS-I entry measurements. The data acquisition syst_'- was
to be deployed aboard ships at these locations. These measurement locat_ons were

selected primarily to acquire sonic boom overpressure characteristics In the STS-5

ascent focal zones from near the ground track out to lateral cut-off.

At the time of launch, due to the high sea state conditions off-shore and the

restricted ship size only ship number 2 could be deployed to its preplan_eg loca-

tion and consequently only data at this station was obtained.

STS-5 ASCENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As indicated above, data was acquired only at one station locatJ_n during STS-5

ascent; i.e., station 2. For this ascent configuration, no ear level measurements

were made, consequently all channels for ship number 2 location _ere placed in sf=d-
lated ground plane position.
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Ship number 2 was located 71.67 km down range and the sonic boom energy which

arrived at this position was generated at a flight ascent Math number of 3.57 and

a flight altitude of 3g_86 meters.

The ship locatio-, along with the predicted ground overpressure at M = 3.57, is

shown in Fig. 16. The det3il signature characteristics recorded at ship number P

position is _resented in FLg. 17. The measured positive peak overpress_e level
is 175.2 N/m psf. As can be seen, this signature exhibits multiple pe_s and it

has the long slow recovery in the expansion part of the waveform which is associated

_ith launch vehicles with large exhaust plumes. The multiple peaks _e consistent

with the ascent signature obtained in the focal region during ascent of Apollo 17

(Ref. 12) and is typical of that associated with sonic boom near focal zenes in

general. _ne third peak in the signature (Fig. 17) is believed to be caused by

energy arriving at this location that originated earlier during the flight than

_he energy vhich caused the initial peak. Because of the acceleration amd curvature

effects of an ascending vehicle, the sonic boom wavefront tends to become folded,

thus generating the multiple peaks (see Ref. 13). In general, with increasing

downrange distance from the focus, the separation between the first and third peak

will tend to increase. The separation between first and third peak is omly 1.3 sec,

which is another indication that ship number 2 was very near the STS-5 ascent focal

zone. The exact nature of the third peak is under further study to veri-=y these

observations. It is not clear as to the origin of the second peak and i_ is also

under further study. However, because of the folded nature of the wavefront in this

region it is probably associated with dispersion of the energy from the nearby

focus or an overhead focus.

Ascent (launch vehicle) signatures do not have the classical N-wave type of sig-

nature typically associated with fighter aircraft or the Shuttle Orbiter configura-

tion, for example. This long duration waveform and its slow recovery is a direct re-

suit of the effect of Space Shuttle's exhaust plumes. The N-wave type signature re-

suits from bodies (vehicle) with distinct terminatio_ from front to rear, which i_

not the case for launch vehicles. However, the first initial rise time is consistent

with N-wave type signatures.

Using the extrapolation method _f Ref. 1 with the BET post flight data and the

measured meteorological data, the predicted sonic boom overpressure level at ship

number 2 is 148.4 N/m 2. This compares favorably with the 175-.2 N/m 2 level that was

measured, l'he initial portion of the predicted waveform is also shown im Fig. 17, and

as can be see_ the comparison is very good. Complete description of these STS-5 re-

suits are presented in Ref. 9.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents sonic boom pressure signatures recorded during the entry of

the STS-I Orbiter Columbia and ascent of the STS-5 Space Shuttle. During STS-I entr}._

peak overpressure level_ were recorded at eleven measurement stations and they ranged
in level from 33.16 N/m to 114.91 N/m 2. Predicted peak levels and durazion of the

positive portion of the N-waves using a semi-empirical technique correlated well with

the measured data. Analysis of signature cPmracteristics showed that the ground .
reflection factor varied from 1.83 to 2.09. A reflection factor of 1.9 _-as used for

predictions. The frequency analysis of the STSrl signatures showed t.hat the peak fre-

quency of the orbiter during entry is on the order of 2 Hz.
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Also, comparison of sonic boom levels predicted and measured at one station lo-

cation during ascent of the STS-5 Space Shuttle Mission was presented. A 9eak over-

pressure level of 175.2 N/m 2 was measured during ascent generated from an altitude

of 34086 meters at ._ = 3.57. In addition to this initial peak, two other peaks of

lower intensity were also observed. The signature was not a simple N-wave in shape,

however, it exhibited a rapid rise time and number of intermediate shocks %-hich are

associated with the near focus boom region resulting from t}:e curved, accelerating

flight profile of the STS-5 launch vehicle. The predicted overpressure level of the

sonic boom signature uti]izing semi-empirical teci-_niques correlated well with the

measurement. Follo_--on work will include detailed signature analysls of the measured

data and further study of the origin of the additional peaks.

'-A
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TABLE II

COHPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED 0VERPRESSUP_ L_S

STATION FLIGHT TI_E FROM MACH ALTITUDE RAY* RAY TRAVEL ;RZDICTE]

ENTRY INTERFACE NUMBER (m) ANGLE TIME A P

(SEC) (DEG) (SEC) (N/m2}

0 1334 5.87 39337 -8.5 ° 129.7 35.91

I 1431 3.94 32876 -11 111.5 _B.26

2 1462 3.41 30401 -2 101.3 55.88

3 1491 2.97 27899 +I0 92.1 54.44

4 1527 2.39 24953 +2 82.6 71.58

5 1556 1.98 23054 -4 79.4 87.48

6 1573 1.76 21552 -4 75.1 9_ "5

7 1596 1.45 19447 O 73.0 92.98

8 1596 1.45 19447 -36 90.6 75.17

9 1600 1.40 19103 +30 83.9 80,63

10 1616 1.23 17770 -6 76.5 a7.43

"Positive left of groundtrack

RECOR__D
/ks

(Nlm2:

33.1_

58 ._.

44.5_:

54.5E

76.6:

78 .Dz

114.9"

93 ._-Z

86.6-1

I0_.,':

89.9_
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Figure i.- _-pical sonic boem data acquisition syst_.m.
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Figure 2.- Block diagram showing typical sonic

boom data acqulsi_on system.
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Figure 3.- Schematic of orbiter conEiguration.
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(b) Station 2.

Figure 5.- Sonic boom slgnatur:: _asured 4urim_ reentry of STS-I

as recorded at stations 1 throu_ 7 and station i0.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 6.- Measured sonic boom signature showing reflected waves

as recorded at station 4 during STe_I reentry.
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Figure 7.- Measured sonic boom signatures from station 7 during STS-I

reentry showing details of bow shock-wave rise time.
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Figure 8.- Typical reflection factor time history of sonic boom signature

measured at station 7 during STS-I reentry.
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Figure 9.- Energy spectral density analysis from stncion 7 ground

level microphone during STS-1 reentwj.
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Figure 10.- Energy spectral density analysis from station 7 ear
level microphone during STS-I reentry.
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Figttre 11.- Energy spectral density analysis £rom station 9 ground

level microphone during STS-I reentry.
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_u_e 12.- Measured sonic boom signatures recorded

at II measurement sites located under and

laterally to the STS-I reent_--y ground track.
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Figure 13.- Predicted and measured overpressure distribution

for station 4 during STS-I reentry.
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Figure 14.- Predicted and measured overpressure distribution for stations

7 and 8 during STS-I reentry.
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Figure 15.- Schematic of Space Shuttle launch vehicle.
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SUMMARY SESSION: INTRODUCTION

The final afternoon of the Shuttle conference was devoted to overviews and

_mmaries. The session opened with an invited paper by Mr. Robert G. Hoey of the

[r Force Flight Test Center. Mr. Hoey is Chief of the 0ffiee of Advanced Manned

ehicles, and his office conducted an examination of the flight data that p_ra!leled

_d frequently supplemented the NASA study. Because the pilots' reactions to the

chicle flying qualities were not discussed in the contributed _apers, Major Steven R.

abel of the Astronaut Office at Johnson Space Center was invited to present that
ffice's vle_oint, particularly for the approach and landing phase when the vehicle

s flown manually. The third and final invited paper was by Dr. Milton A. Silvelra,

ssistant to _he Deputy Administrator, NASA Headquarters, who _resented remarks con-

erning the Shuttle Orbital Flight Test program from a NASA and Project Office mana_e-

ent perspective.

In the final wrap-up to the meeting, the chairpersons of the technical sessions

ere as_eJ to prepare comments on significant results presented at the conference.

his session was taped, and the comments were transcribed and are included here. The

hairpersons and their sessions were:

Ascent Aerodynamics I - Mr. T. E. Surber of Rockwell International, Space

Division

Ascent Aerodynamics II - Mr. B. B. Roberts of Johnson Space Center

Entry Aerodynamics I - Mr. J. C. Young of Johnson Space Center

Entry Aerodynamics II - Mr. D. C. Schlosser of Rockwell International, Space

Division

Guidance, Navigation, and Control - Dr_ K-- J- Cox of Johnson Space Center

Aerothermal Environment T - Mrs. D. B. Lee of Johnson Space Center

Aerothermal Euvironment II - Dr. J. Bertin of the University of Texas at Austin

_(Dr, Bert!nlwas Unable to attend this summary session; his co-chairman,

Mr. E. V' Z0by o_ Langley Research Center, spoke for him.)

iTherma_ Protection - Mr. H. E. Goldstein of Ames Research Center

M_asure_e-nts and Data - Mr. E. R. Nillje of Johnson Space Center
I I I I
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